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Printed full size, at 1:500, this survey requires a sheet about 220cm wide by 410cm long
Various pdf files of this version exist. The lowest quality, eg 2889-2_07-lq, has poorly rendered
passage colour fills and outline but a small file size (approx 2Mb). The medium quality, eg 2889-2_07mq, has reasonable passage colour. (approx 9Mb). The highest quality file, eg 2889-2_07-hq has a
size of approx 120Mb.
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Note A: (PS4/PE4) Ramp up from chamber over a lip to a 6m drop on the left to a small chamber with a rock
floor. This has a rift about 5m long and up to 1m wide with a straight drop, 32m deep, with a pool at the base.
Bolts were placed for descent but remains undescended. On the right a crawl soon chokes. However, this could
also be the initial explorations for the nearby Crap Passage.
Note B: (PE2) p27 to a possible flat floor. Not explored.
Note C: (PE5) A deep rift under boulders which requires much gardening.
Note D: (PE1) An 8m ramp then approximately 20m to a choke. Not enough tackle on 31/7/08.
Note E: (PS2) Traverse by wedging across top of rift. After 15m a small chamber is reached with a continuation
on the right which starts to get small after 10m.
Note F: (PS1) A 30m deep pitch. At the base a rift goes through to a parallel shaft coming from above. No way
on. Halfway down the pitch, a landing on boulders has a second drop to the west which is undescended.
Note G: The passage at the start of the upper series in the west wall was climbed to a small too-tight passage
and a wide but impossibly tight bedding plane. No discernable draught. Passage seen heading off for approx
30m. Would need Mandy or similar and a long pointy persuading stick for further progress. Rift at bottom of
passage going off west was not descended and not know how far this goes. Would benefit from a handline to
get back out. (Not surveyed)
Note H: The 'tall rift' also in the west wall at the start of the upper series was climbed by Barny. Very tight and
awkward. The tube in the roof at the end looks climbable but would require placing a few bits of protection. (Not
surveyed)
Note I: The 4m 'pot' at the draughting boulder choke area was descended by Barny. Led to an area of
interconnecting hands & knees crawls in glutinous mud which obviously backs up with water. Needs checking
and drawing up properly. There is also a 2m climb up the wall above the 'pot' which appears to head into a
narrow rift going west. Again, all this area needs proper documentation. (Not surveyed)
Note J: ‘Looks to close in?' actually doesn't. A climb up and bold step leads to around 200m passage/chambers
- all oxbows on oxbows. One heads further south to emerge in high level window overlooking main passage.
Explored by Barny but no survey kit present. The passage going up at the entrance is approx 2.5m wide and 1m
high. Enlarges considerably once through. Difficult slippy traverse above drop to get back out.
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Routes to Lake Bassenthwaite
Photographers’ Passage should not be used; there are alternative routes.
The aim is to reach 7-Way Chamber where the only route to the Lake is down a tight p5 and larger p6 to the S.
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Surveyed length 13282m Vertical range 64m
Site 2889: Torca La Vaca
Drawn in Corel Draw by Juan Corrin
Hornedo 30T 448359 4801402 Altitude 107m
Surveyed 2008-2010 partly to BCRA 5c; also using DistoX (First draft Easter 08 survey drawn by Patrick Warren)
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Version Notes
v2.02 Additions and amendments to 1: boulder choke area and 2: high level west of Satterthwaite Tarn Chamber.
(Dave Gledhill)
v2.03 22/9/08 50m grid, border and area map added.
v2.04 14/10/08 Note J added and some minor changes.
v2.05 17/10 RL email - below p6 into Squality Street chamber not correct?
Can You Hear the Buzzing and Fisticuffs in Botchergate sketches added.
Unsurveyed rift passage beyond duck added. Added low rubble passage detail beyond Cumberland Pencil
Factory
v2.06 18/1/09 Minor edit: bolt climb to alcove 50m S or Red Pike Junction.
v2.07 30/5/09 Easter 2009 extensions up Scafell Aven.
v2.08 21/9/09 Summer 2009 extensions. Note that old stations at each end of the 1 Haverflatts Lane loop are
fixed in Survex, hence the drawings were moved about / rotated slightly etc. to fit the centre line.
v2.09 15/7/10 Easter 2010 extensions.
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!The p12 can be reached through a crawl to the S of the Garage Party or, not recommended, missing out
the traverse, through Penguin Passage and turning back east and N.
!At the base of p12, a climb up to the Pitch Bypass to the west leads to a p8 down into Gour Passage
heading S from Paradise Regain’d to 7-Way Chamber.
!Alternatively, not recommended, at the base of the p12, heading north in the rift leads to a rift to the
west which ends at Paradise Regain’d then S through Gour Passage to 7-Way Chamber
!The p12 can be missed out and a route taken through Penguin Passage to the junction at the Buttermere
pitch. A walk to the south ends at a T-junction and a hands-and-knees crawl to the head of a p17 that drops
into the 7-Way Chamber
.
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No passage outline or detail for batch 09_17.
Passage outline interpolated from occasional left right splays.
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